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Abstract–This paper first formulates the error propagation effect
that is caused by certain ambiguities in joint data detection/channel
tracking algorithms for Space-Time (ST) schemes. The occurrence
of any combination of two types of ambiguities, Phase Ambiguity
(PhA) and Permutation Ambiguity (PeA), initiated in deep fades,
produces error propagation in joint channel estimation/data detec-
tion for Dual Transmit Diversity method. A new Time-Varying
Space-Time coding (TVST) scheme is suggested as a bandwidth
efficient method to combat the PeA impairment. This coding scheme,
in conjunction with a differential detector, can resolve the ambigu-
ity problem. At the end, some remedies are used to prevent error
propagation are listed. These remedies are called Space-Time Am-
biguity Remedies (STARs).

I. INTRODUCTION

Time-varying multipath fading makes reliable wireless trans-
mission expensive and difficult [1]. To improve data communica-
tion quality (e.g., to reduce the effective error rate) in a multipath
fading environment, it is crucial to successfully reduce the effect
of fading at both mobile units and base stations. In most scattering
environments antenna diversity is a practical and efficient tech-
nique to reduce the effect of multipath fading [2]. These schemes
employ pre-coding, namely Space-Time Coding (STC), which is
appropriate for multiple antenna systems [3].

Although in the presence of small errors in channel state infor-
mation, STCs still result in an improved bandwidth efficiency over
classical transmitting schemes [9], a considerable degradation is
observed when the channel estimation error increases. This is im-
proved by sending more pilot symbols (training symbols) during
the transmission at the cost of losing some bandwidth efficiency
[4]. The performance of existing receivers for STC methods de-
grades dramatically in time-varying channels [8], and an efficient
channel tracking algorithm is required to provide accurate Chan-
nel State Information (CSI). Hence, robust detection algorithms
are needed for good operation when the CSI is not exactly known.
An almost neglected issue when employing joint adaptive channel
estimation - data detection in a system with multiple antennas is
the error propagation due to some ambiguities [10]. These ambi-
guities which are initiated in deep fades can be divided into two
categories: PhA , and PeA. Ambiguities take place because of the
structure of the STC scheme and the channel estimator.

In Section II the system structure is discussed (see [10] for more
detailes) and two types of ambiguities that occur in time-varying
channels at low SNRs are addressed. In Section III, the general
form of these ambiguities is derived for the Dual Transmit Di-
versity (DTD) [2]. Several STARs are outlined to combat the
error propagation. In particular, we show that the new proposed
TVST coding scheme, in conjunction with conventional differen-
tial coding, can resolve the error propagation problem in a joint
detection-estimation context. This scheme is bandwidth efficient.
The achieved improvement over the conventional scheme shows
that the error propagation is a serious problem for ST codes, and
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Fig. 1. The block diagram of the joint Detector and Estimator, where
Hk|k and Σk|k represent the estimated CSI and Ŝ is the detected symbol.

that the resolution of ambiguities results in a significant improve-
ment. Some concluding remarks are discussed in Section IV.

II. SYSTEM STRUCTURE

The received signal vector, R, for a transmit diversity scheme
equals R = SH + N , where the transmitted code S is a function
of a block of symbols s1, s2 · · · , sl, H is the vector of channel
gains, and N is the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). For
instance, in our simulations and calculations we consider the Dual
Transmit Diversity (DTD) technique that is proposed in [2]. This
scheme is described as follows:{

r1 = h1 s1 + h2 s2 + n1,
r2 = −h1 s∗2 + h2 s∗1 + n2,

(1)

where R = [r1, r2]
T for i = 1, 2. Figure 1 shows the structure of

a MAP receiver [10] jointly connected to a Baysian estimator [10]
used to have joint estimation and detection over a fast rayleigh
fading channel. The receiver takes into account the channel es-
timation error while the estimator is efficiently capable to track
a fast rayleigh fading channel. Table I summarize the detection
algorithm and estimation algorithm, respectively. The joint perfor-
mance of these two systems is also studied in [10]. It is to be noted
that throughout this paper (.)k|k−1 and (.)k|k denote a priori and
a posteriori estimates of (.)k at time k, respectively.

Remark 1: (Phase Ambiguity) The received signals r1 and
r2 in (1) remain invariant by transforming (s1, s2, h1, h2) into
(ejφs1, e

−jφs2, e
−jφh1, e

jφh2), assuming that elements of this
quadruplet are unknown and only r1 and r2 are observed in order
to estimate this quadruplet. In this situation, the determination of
the phase ejφ remains ambiguous, which we shall call PhA. This
ambiguity depends on the set of alphabets, C. For example, using
a 4QAM modulation scheme, we have ejφ ∈ {±1,±j}. In this
case the receiver must know ejφ, which is equivalent to two bits
or one symbol. To resolve this ambiguity, the direction of one of
the components of this quadruplet must be determined. One way
to resolve this PhA is to control the set of alphabets C for s1 and
s2. For instance, using one pair of training symbols might enable
this problem to be resolved. If the phase varies slowly enough with



TABLE I. Summary of Estimation and Detection Algorithm

Detection Algorithm:
Hk|k =Hk|k−1 + 1

σ2 Σk|kCH
p,q

(
Rk − Cp,qHk|k−1

)
,

M(Cp,q, Rk)= log |Σk|k| + HH
k|kΣ−1

k|kHk|k,

Ŝk = arg max
cp,cq∈C

M(Cp,q, Rk)

Σk|k
−1 = αp,qI + Σ−1

k|k−1,

αp,q
∆
=

‖cp‖2+‖cq‖
2

σ2 =
|Cp,q|

σ2 , Cp,q
∆
=

[
cp cq

−c∗q c∗p

]
.

Channel Estimation Algorithm

Hk|k = Hk|k−1 + µΣk|kŜH
k

(
Rk − ŜkHk|k−1

)
,

Hk+1|k = Hk|k, Σk+1|k = Σk|k + ηI.

time, it can be tracked accurately after the first initialization. How-
ever, a sudden rotation of the channel coefficients results in a dual
rotation of the detected data after that event. Another alternative
to overcome this problem is to use differentially coded modulation
schemes (see [6, 7] and references therein). In these schemes the
information is embedded in the transmitted sequence in such a way
that after decoding the effect of ejφ is cancelled, usually at the ex-
pense of about 3dB noise augmentation. The PhA is the result of a
random rotation of one constellation point to another constellation
point. This is similar to the propagation phenomena that occurs in
a QAM modulation scheme where the set of constellation points is
invariant under any rotation of multiples of 90 degrees. If for any
reason the channel phase is unknown then the error propagation
can happen when data detection and channel tracking are jointly
done. The general form of possible ambiguities is determined by
the structure of the ST code. The error propagation phenomena
are caused by these ambiguities. In Remark 2, we will identify a
second type of ambiguity, Permutation Ambiguity, which can hap-
pen because of the structure of the STC scheme. When the PeA
occurs, phases can also rotate randomly.

Remark 2: (Permutation Ambiguity) It is clearly seen that
the received signal R = SH + N remains invariant if the quadru-
plet (s1, s2, h1, h2) is transformed into (s2,−s1, h2,−h1). There-
fore, in a non-stationary environment, if h2 passes by −h1, the re-
ceiver might detect (s2,−s1) instead of (s1, s2). In other words,
the receiver ignores the crossover which results that the channel
estimation algorithm tracks (h2,−h1) instead of (h1, h2). After
the crossover event, the algorithm fails to recognize the change
of situation and continues to consider (s2,−s1, h2,−h1) instead
of (s1, s2, h1, h2). This phenomenon can be resolved: 1) by the
detection of crossovers by an improved tracking scheme for the
channel vector, 2) by periodic use of one or two training symbols,
3) by using DSTC methods, e.g. [6, 7], or 4) by a combination
of these methods. This permutation mostly happens in low SNRs
when both channels are in deep fades.

Figure 2 shows the effect of the PeA on the channel tracking.
After a joint deep fade, the estimates of h1 and −h2 are permuted,
and the estimated gain for the first channel, |h1|, follows the sec-
ond channel gain, |h2|, and vice versa. As pointed out in Remarks,
this phenomenon happens because of the structure of the estimator
and the coding scheme. In other words, the coding scheme along
with the constellation set allows for the chance that the detected
signals be exchanged, even though this exchange is not observed
from the received signals. After a joint deep fading point, the chan-
nel tracking algorithm takes the exchanged (detected) data as the
transmitted data and remains confused. Thus, after the permuta-
tion point |h1| follows |h2| and vice versa.
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Fig. 2. Effect of PeA (Remark 2) on channel tracking performance.
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III. AMBIGUITIES IN SPACE-TIME CODES

In this section, the general form of ambiguities in STCs and
some STARs are introduced as modifications on either the chan-
nel tracking algorithm or the STC scheme. Remarks 1 and 2 in-
troduce two types of ambiguities occurring in deep fades which
result in serious error propagation. We categorize these STARs
in two main groups: 1) Methods to enhance the channel track-
ing algorithm, and 2) Methods to modify the STC scheme. As
as instance of the first category, we have suggested an improved
tracking algorithm in [10] that estimates not only the CSI, but also
the speed of variations of CSI. The algorithm uses these speeds
to improve identification of the trajectory of the CSI. Using these
speeds not only improves the performance of the channel tracking,
but more importantly reduces the probability of random permuta-
tion or random rotation of the estimated parameters. Details of
a new Time-Varying ST coding scheme are proposed in the next
part, as an example of the second category of STARs to combat
the PeA.
Time-Varying ST (TVST) Coding Scheme: In this section, we
introduce a Time-Varying Space-Time (TVST) coding scheme to
contest the problem for the general form of Space-Time Ambiguity
(STA) . The TVST scheme is basically the modulation of different
columns of a conventional ST code with a set of simple and dif-
ferent known time varying modulations, i.e., different frequency
shifts. We will show that this new coding method allows to sepa-
rate the spectrum of different channel coefficients by modulating
them into different frequency bandwidths. This scheme is a con-
sistent solution to the STA problem for STCs that can be easily
extended to the general case.
General Form of STAs: Consider the received signal in the trans-
mitter Rk = SkHk + Nk, where Sk = B(sk) is a function of a
vector of symbols sk = [s1,k s2,k · · · sM,k] (e.g., see Table I for
M = 2) and si,k takes its alphabet from the constellation points
set si,k ∈ C. The ST code is described by the function B and
the constellation set. Consider the pair (Sk, Hk) as the input and
the channel. To find all ambiguities for this scheme we note that
any other pair of the form (SkWk, Wk

−1Hk) results in the same
received signal. Therefore, we call the pair (SkWk, Wk

−1Hk)
ambiguous with (Sk, Hk), if SkWk can be generated by any other
sequence taking its values from the constellation points set, i.e.,
all STAs are solutions of B(sk)Wk ∈ B(CM ). This means that
the structure of Sk = B(sk) and SkWk are the same for STAs.
In brief, STAs are those transformations for which the ST code re-



TABLE II. Summary of TVST Coding Algorithm

Rk = VkHk + Nk,
Hk ∼ N (Hk|k−1, Σk|k−1), Nk ∼ N (0, σ2I2L),

Vk
∆
=

[
s1,k ejω0ks2,k

−s∗2,k ejω0ks∗1,k

]
, s1,k, s2,k ∈ {ci}

K

i=1 .

V̂k = arg max
cp,cq∈C

M(Cp,q, Rk)

= arg max
cp,cq∈C

[
log |Σk|k| + ĤHΣ−1

k|kĤ
]
,

Σk|k
−1 = αp,qI + Σ−1

k|k−1,

Hk|k = Hk|k−1 + 1
σ2 Σk|kCH

p,q

(
Rk − Cp,qHk|k−1

)
,

αp,q
∆
=

‖cp‖2+‖cq‖
2

σ2 =
|Cp,q|

σ2 ,

Cp,q
∆
=

[
cp ejω0kcq

−c∗q ejω0kc∗p

]
.

Hk+1|k = Hk|k, Σk+1|k = Σk|k + ηI.

mains invariant. For example, for the QAM modulation in the case
of a 2 × 2 STC matrix (Alamouti’s scheme) the general form of
STA is presented by:

Wk =

[
w1e

jϕ1 w2e
jϕ2

−w2e
−jϕ2 w1e

−jϕ1

]
, {wi, ϕi}

2
i=1 ∈ IR. (2)

As an example, for a 4QAM modulation this general solution gives
the PhA when w1 = 1, w2 = 0 with ϕ1 ∈ {π/2, π, 3π/2}. The
proposed equation also gives the PeA when w1 = 0, w2 = 1
with ϕ2 ∈ {π/2, π, 3π/2}. Hence, for a 4QAM modulation
there are a total of 7 STAs that can cause Hk to become con-

fused with any of the following: ejϕHk and ejϕ

[
−h2,k

h1,k

]
, with

ϕ ∈ {0, π/2, π, 3π/2}.
Table II offers a new TVST scheme to resolve these ambigui-

ties. The idea is based on separation of different wireless channel
spectrums in frequency domain by modulating them with a tone
of (m − 1)ω0, in which m = 1, 2, · · · , M and M is the number
of transmitters. As channel gains are lowpass signals with a given
bandwidth of ωd, these modulations allow us to make a clear dis-
tinction between them. This is done by applying the tone wave-
form, ej(m−1)ω0k, on the mth column of the transmitted matrix
Sk at the transmitter, i.e., the signal Vk = SkΨk is transmitted in-

stead of Sk, in which Ψk
∆
= diag[1, ejω0k, · · · , ej(M−1)ω0k]. For

example, for the DTD scheme we transmit the following TVST
instead of the conventional code:

Vk =

[
s1,k ejω0ks2,k

−s∗2,k ejω0ks∗1,k

]
. (3)

In TVST scheme, instead of transmitting the discrete-time sig-
nal Sk, the discrete-time signal of Vk = SkΨk is transmitted.
Since, Vk and Sk, both have identical flat spectrums in the discrete-
time domain1, converting them into continuous-time domain using
a digital-to-analog converter produces identical spectrums in the
continuous-time domain. Therefore, this scheme is bandwidth effi-
cient and simple to implement for all existing STCs. For the TVST

1The sequence si,k is an i.i.d. sequence; hence, denoting xk
∆
=

ejω0ksi,k we have Rx[m] = E[xkx∗
k+m

] = E[si,ks∗
i,k

] = δmRs(0).
This means that si,k and xk have identical bandwidths of 2πrad/symbol.

scheme the observed signal equals Rk = (SkΨk) Hk + Nk. The
receiver can perceive this as modulating different rows of Hk, i.e.,
in the absence of ambiguity the channel can be perceived as ΨkHk

instead of Hk. As we want to be able to separate the spectrum of
different rows of Hk in frequency domain, the spectrum of rows
of ΨkHk should not have overlapping bandwidth. Therefore, ω0

should fit in the below inequality

2ωd � ω0 �
π − ωd

M
, (4)

in which ωd is the maximum Doppler frequency in rad
sec

. In addi-
tion, the centered frequencies should be sufficiently apart in com-
parison to the maximum Doppler spread, e.g., a good value in prac-
tice for ω0

ωd
is at least 5. The received signal using TVST equals

Rk = SkΨkHk + Nk, where Ψk is a diagonal time varying ma-
trix and SkΨk is transmitted symbol instead of Sk. The above
equation remains invariant if we replace the pair of (Sk, Hk) by
(SkWk, Ψ−1

k W−1
k ΨkHk) = (Sa

k , Ha
k ). Thus, the pair (Sk, Hk)

is ambiguous with (Sa
k , Ha

k ), where B(sk)Wk ∈ B(CM ). There-
fore, if any ambiguity occurs, the channel estimator can track the
wrong channel, i.e., Ha

k = Ψ−1
k W−1

k ΨkHk. Since the channel
Hk follows the Clark’s model, it is a lowpass random process.
This means that the autocorrelation function of the correct chan-
nel is a lowpass signal, i.e., the autocorrelation function Rm =
E[Hk+mHH

k ] is described by a Bessel function and is a lowpass
signal. In contrast, the autocorrelation of the wrong channel Ha

k is
Ra

m =E[Ha
k+mHaH

k ]= Ψ−1
k+mW−1

k Ψk+mRmΨH
k W−1H

k Ψ−1H
k .

The wrong channel, Ha
k , represents a bandpass random process,

except for the case that Wk is diagonal, i.e., no permutation. Be-
cause the channel estimator is tuned to estimate the lowpass com-
ponents of the channel process, the corresponding components
rapidly converge to zero if any permutation occurs. In this mode
the data is detected randomly. As soon as the first data is de-
tected correctly, the correct channel is tracked. For instance, in
a DTD system, and in the absence of PeA, e.g., Wk = I , the al-
gorithm tracks lowpass components: h1,k and h2,k and Ra

m =
Rm = J0(mωd)I2, in which ωd is the maximum Doppler fre-

quency. In the case of a PeA, e.g., W−1
k =

[
0 1
−1 0

]
, the

algorithm tracks Ha
k =

[
ejω0kh2,k, −e−jω0kh1,k

]T
instead of

Hk = [h1,k, h2,k]T and the autocorrelation of Ha
k is Ra

m =

J0(mωd)

[
ejω0m 0

0 e−jω0m

]
, representing a vector process that

is not lowpass. The TVST is applied in the discrete-time domain
and does not require extra bandwidth.

If an Orthogonal Space-Time Block Coding (OSTBC) scheme
[5] is employed with TVST (e.g., the DTD example employed in
this paper), the orthogonality property of the code is preserved,
i.e., VkV H

k = SkΨkΨH
k SH

k = SkSH
k , where ΨkΨH

k = I . There-
fore, the TVST receiver takes advantage of orthogonal deigns of
OSTBC, which has good performance and low decoding complex-
ity. Note that a minor extra computational complexity results from
generation of Vk = SkΨk instead of Sk.

The TVST can be extended for general MIMO systems. The
structures of the detector and the estimator using TVST will re-
main almost unchanged. The only change in the estimation algo-
rithm is to replace Ŝk by the TVST, V̂k, as summarized in Ta-
ble II. Figure 3 shows a sample tracking of the TVST coding
scheme. As it is seen in the probable permutations, algorithm
slows down the tracking procedure, help the system pass the crit-
ical place. Then, tries to catch up with the main time-varying
channel. This result also introduces a compromise between the
tracking speed and the tracking accuracy in the time-varying envi-
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ronment. Figure 4 compares the performance of three schemes: 1)
the TVST in conjunction with the conventional differential encod-
ing: si,n = si,n−1a2n−1+i for i = 1, 2 and a soft decoder, where
an is the 4QAM information sequence, 2) the coherent DTD pro-
posed in [2] and 3) the non-coherent DSTC proposed in [7]. The
TVST scheme can combat only the PeA; therefore, a conventional
differential encoding is used to prevent the PhA and successfully
prevent the error propagation. The TVST scheme outperforms the
noncoherent DSTC. In other words, when an ambiguity and cross-
over occurs, the receiver using TVST goes back to normal tracking
itself. This feature improves the tracking as well as the SEP.
Overview of STARs to Resolve Error-Propagation: The PhA
introduces a simple phase rotation in the signal constellation. The
PeA introduces a spatial exchange in STCs. Different methods in-
cluding any of the following methods, or a combination of them,
could be employed to combat and prevent error propagation:
• Periodic use of short training sequences or pilot assisted training
scheme: The time interval between two successive training period
should be small enough [4] to provide accurate CSI.
• Using two or more different conventional STCs at different time
instances: In this approach different STCs are used periodically.
These codes should not share any ambiguity matrices. In fact, this
is another kind of TVST code in which constellations are time-
varying.
• Redundant STC: One may extend a code by adding redundancy
to resolve the ambiguity. For example, instead of the conventional

DTD, we can use

[
s1 s2

−s∗2 s∗1
s1s2 s2

]
as the coding matrix to correct

errors, and improve the channel estimation.
• Differential STC (e.g., see [6, 7] and references therein).
• Enhanced Tracking Algorithms.
• Time-varying schemes: e.g., the TVST scheme in Section III.
• Controlling the size of the constellation set: We sometimes limit
the number of constellation points in a way that SkWk ∈ C will
have no solution for all Sk. For instance, for an orthogonal modu-
lation scheme, e.g., C = {1, j}, the ambiguity equation B(sk)Wk ∈
B(CM ) has no solution except Wk = I . Note that these free am-
biguity STCs are not bandwidth efficient, but can be used instead
of training sequences.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

To prevent error propagation caused by two types of ambigui-
ties, some remedies (STARs) are outlined, along with the general
form of them for STCs. An enhanced channel tracking algorithm
is suggested to resolve the permutation ambiguities. The TVST
scheme is proposed as a bandwidth efficient remedy for the prob-
lem of PeA. Using the TVST, the tracking algorithm automatically
tracks the true channel as the channel is a lowpass random process.
This bandwidth efficient scheme, in conjunction with differential
schemes, can resolve the error propagation imperfection due to
ambiguities.
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